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Definition

• What do we mean by «multilateralism»? Three epochs:

• It is about an historical phenomenon started in the XIX century 

• and continued after 1944-45 under US hegemony

• A new epoch of multilateralism is open: post-hegemonic, pluralist, 
more comprehensive than about mere trade, and based on demands
of civil society participation



First challenge: how to develop an 
interdisciplinary dialogue on multilateralism?

• Le débat entre J.Bhagwati et L. Summers en 1992: le régionalisme prépare ou fait 
obstacle au multilatéralisme global (OMC, NU,FMI)?

• ”a situation in which several different countries or organizations work together to 
achieve something or deal with a problem” (Diction.Cambridge) 

• Définition de R.O.Keohane (Princeton,1984-2004):  "the practice of coordinating national 
policies in groups of three or more states”

• Définition de J.G.Ruggie (Columbia U.P.,1993): "an institutional form which coordinates 
relations among three or more states based on 'generalized' principles of conduct ... 
which specify appropriate conduct for a class of actions, without regard to particularistic 
interests of the parties or the strategic exigencies that may exist in any occurrence.”

• My definition:”multilateralism defines the unidimensional or multidimensional relations 
among more than two interdependent countries  or between regions , setting common 
rules and procedures based on reciprocity, with the aim of addressing common interest 
and objectives, at regional, interregional or global level”   



European trade policy: a region making trade 
policy

• très efficace car la CE/UE a la compétence exclusive depuis 1957: la 
CE agit comme un Etat fédéral

• méthode de décision: communautaire ( La Commission a le 
monopole de l’initiative et de la gestion de la négociation au nom des 
27), le Conseil vote à la majorité, le PE a le pouvoir de co-décision
(ratification depuis le traité de Lisbonne), la Cour de justice peut 
intrevenir



Lisbon Treaty and EU trade policy
the « comprehensive approach to external relations »

• Cette idée d’une cohérence horizontale entre les relations externes et 
d’une cohérence entre politiques internes et externes est enracinée :

• Traité de Lisbonne 2007 ( 2009) 

• Trade commissioner Malmström paper 2015 (« Trade for all ») 

• High representative for foreign policy, Federica Mogherini paper 
2016 ( « Global Europe ») 



EU trade: China is overtaking the Us as main 
trade partner

Imports

• 20% China         (394.7 bn €)

• 13% USA           (267.3 bn €)

• 8% Russia:        (168.3 bn €)

• 6% Switzerland: (109.0 bn €)

• 4% Norway        :(83.8 bn €)

• 49% others

Exports

• 21% United States: (406.4 bn €)

• 11% China : (209.9 bn €)

• 8% Switzerland: (156.5 bn €)

• 4% Russia: (85.3 bn €)

• 4% Turkey:  (77.3 bn €)

• 52% Others: (1020.5 bn €) 



The shift from Atlantic to Pacific of the global 
economy center

China as the first economy PPP China first global economy



China: economic power but not yet a military 
power

Relevance of the China’s market
USA still spending 5-6 times more than
China for defense budget



However, still trans-atlantic priority

• Eu commitment to transatlantic market:

• EU-Canada (CETA (2016)
EU- USA ( frozen by Trump)
EU-Mexico (2018)

• and EU- MERCOSUR (2019) 



EU-MERCOSUR: the first treaty between two
custom unions (after 2 decades of negotiation)

• 1) The “ Inter-regional cooperation agreement” between the EU and Mercosur (signed in 
Madrid in 1995) is the very background

• 2) the 2019 regulatory arrangement is very important  it includes topics that went 
beyond trade cooperation such as democratization, human rights, ILO conventions, and 
environment (capacity-building mechanisms such as technical assistance in training, 
computer networks and education have been included in the agreement) transparency, 
conflict setting mechanism based on arbitration panels.

• It is establishing a profound multidimensional interregional partnership with  political 
and cultural implications for both ( impact on regional cooperation: strengthening 
MERCOSUR against Pacific alliance?) 

• 3) Geopolitical  signal ? A strong signal to the world, in a time of trade wars and WTO 
declining role:  a new regulatory  system despite setbacks in the Trump administration’s 
approach towards protectionism.Biden approach?



However, relevant caveats…..

1) There have been recurring protectionist obstacles due to the potentially 
fundamental adverse impacts of both blocs´ sensitive economic sectors  ( EU 
agriculture and industry in MERCOSUR)
• 2) difficult challenge of the  internal ratification process on both side of the 

Atlantic (opposition parties, for ex. in Argentina; in the EU, protectionists 
agric .lobbying in spite of carefully calibrated tariff-rate quotas). European 
public opinion concerns about environmental protection ( not only strong 
GREEN party concern with deforestation, but also Pope Francis conference 
about the Amazon , sustainable development and COP 21). 

• Notably , the EU must gain unanimous support in the Council in order to 
ratify the agreement. Furthermore, the new powers of the European 
Parliament which has the final word. 

• By solution: unpacking? ( non-direct investments?)



Trump left a strategic vacum in the Asia-Pacific 
with its withdrawal from TPP (signed in 2015 by 
Obama)

• TPP continues as CPTPP

• weakening of the Allianza do Pacifico? (expanding beyond
Mexico,Peru,C hili to other countries but without any support from
US during D.Trump presidency)

• Reaction by China to CPTPP: reviving RCEP (15 nov 2020)

• EU strategy in Asia Pacific



EU- China Comprehensive Agreement on 
Investments ( C.A.I., 30.12.20)

• Why investments?

• - FTA is not mature

• -investment of the EU in China are declining (from 22500 B dollars in 2011 
to 7500 in 2017) while the China’s investments in the EU are booming

• Why achieve negotiations in COVID times? China + 2,3% GDP in 2020 and 
+ 7,3% GDP in 2021; while the EU – 7% GDP in 2020 and + 4%(?) In 2021

• Why achieve it before the Biden adminstration start?  National Security 
Advisor Jackie Sullivan comments: ask the US green light before signing



CAI with China 

• 7 years of hard negotiations; 

• 30/12/2021: accord signed by top autorities on both sides ( to be translated and 
ratified by the EU: one year time)

• offensive side: stop to previous obstacles to market access in China (obligation of 
joint venture), opening up of various crucial sectors of the Chinese economy ( 
maritime and air transport, car , health , équipements, services, digital, finance…) 
. It is not only a liberalizing arrangement : it is a « regulatory agreement »  
including «level playing field » 

• Defensive side stopping the chinese shopping of some of the best European 
strategic companies

• Very sensitive issue:: « sustainable development chapter »: Concessions of China:  
COP 21 treaty implementation; eand « China’s sustained endeavors for ILO 
conventions ratification » ( stop to forced labor and  freedom of association)  



EU’s  trade and investment policy 
in Asia/Pacific region

• Indirect and direct impact on China (ASEAN plus 1 FTA; ASEAN plus 3: RCEP)

• Beyond the EU-Vietnam trade arrangement(2016) Vietnam has become the 
EU's second most important trading partner within ASEAN after Singapore. 
Negotiating better access for EU exporters to the dynamic ASEAN market is 
a priority for the EU.

• ASEAN-EU negotiation : a whole it represents the EU's 3rd largest trading 
partner outside Europe (after the US and China).  It is crucial that the EU 
initiative does not look as dividing the ASEAN regional bloc

• Négociation en cours: UE-Australie et Nouvelle Zélande



The EU trade policy: problems

• 1) Woolkock 2020: negotiation of such a comprehensive agenda are time-
consuming   

• 2) The Eu finds it hard to reach arrangements on crucial issues:  digital,  
sustainable development, ISDS reform ( between  investors and states) ; the USA 
and their friends defend the traditional Investor-state dispute settlement, ISDS 
and oppose a multilateral permanent mechanism ( with appelate body)

• 3) EU is serious about the monitoring of the treaty-implementation ; for example 
with S. Korea regarding ILO convention ratification : forbidding forced labor and 
allowing free association of workers .     

• 4) Ratification in a challenge. The Lisbon treaty provides the European parliament 
with a last word.  Secondly, the more the negotiation agenda includes 
environmental and social issues , the more the civil society wants to have its say.  
(see: CETA, TTIP, MERCOSUR). 



Is CAI compatible with multilateralism or 
against it? Bilateralism or interregionalism

• Definition: inter-regionalism défines multidimensional relations  between,  on the 
one hand, a regional organization and, on the other hand,  either a regional
organization , or a large state belonging to two or more continents

• For example : the Belt & Road  initiative may be of interregional kind or not  between
China and other continents

• China and Africa summit may also be in case they dont divide the Africal union

• USA poor record of interregional arrangements FTAA, APEC, TTP, TTIP

• EU interregionalism controversial record: APC, ASEM, UE-CEPAC,    Barcelona process
, EU-MERCOSUR, CETA, EU-China,EU Japan,EU ASEAN

• EU- African continental free trade area

• Other examples: ASEAN-MERCOSUR...





Interregionalism as driver of a  possible « new multilateralism »
The CAI contents includes multilateral aims and implications 

• Sustainable development chapter:  ILO conventions

• Sustainable development chapter: COP 21- COP 26

• Conflict settlement mechanism: suggestion for WTO and UNICITRAL



Variable coalitions for multilateral revival: 
WTO

• 1995: GATT with teeth

• convergence with USA may be useful

for WTO reform, provided USA concession 

regarding the appelate body deadlock

• China is defending the status quo regarding: state aid; state owned enterprises,  
subisdies;  IPR transfert;  status of developing country; vague side of the protocole of 
China membership (2001)

• compromise on status of developing country suggested by Brazil



Containing China is not feaseble

• interdependence and global supply chains

• Multilateral convergenc eon COP 21-26

• Other multilateral convergences

• Un reform program by Guterres

• risk of COLD WAR: who would be the victim?

• Hypocrisy of US critics: USA-China in2020:”First phase agreement “. 

• S.Korea, japan, Australia, New Zealand have signed trade arrangements with China



Conclusion nº 1:
Bilateralism as a leverage for multilateralism?

• it could be, provided some conditions…

• however, in the case of the EU  (or of MERCOSUR) it is about 
interregionalism rather than bilateralism

• Bilateralism is a definition fit for  state-to-state arrangement: for example, 
Brazil-China

• Whereas EU-MERCOSUR is a typical interregional arrangement

• And EU-China is an « hybrid » interregional arrangement

• Interregional arrangements need a parallel negotiation within the regional
antity among the MS: its procedures are multilateralism-friendly



Conclusion nº 2: 
If we want to contain negative consequences of the economic 
power shift to Asia Pacific there are three complementary 
ways

A) A broad coalition for WTO and UN reform: WTO may become a platform that can enable 
increased regulatory cooperation and encourage good regulatory practice

- frame China unfair practices  by new rules, and  reform the appelate body of WTO

- In parallel: regionalization of  a more binding and legitimate UN

B) reform and deepen the trade and investment transatlantic treaties

1. EU-MERCOSUR: get the treaty ratified , also by unpacking it, if needed

2. relaunch TTIP between US and EU

C) deepening regional integration in EU and South America: 

1. revive Mercosur as a dynamic alternative to Pacific alliance

2. EU succeed by the Recovery Plan



Conclusion 3 about Eu studies: « EU strategic autonomy? »:it is about  both: 
- fostering capacity-building (and their rational use) 
- and diminishing reliance on Usa)

• -frequently, the geostrategic concern arises not from the EU lacking the 
capacity to act but from the way that the union chooses to use the 
capacities it does possess: is this about to change by the “comprehensive 
approach to external relations”?

• How to combine autonomy and cooperation? try to be more autonomous
from USA while being more interdependent and multilateral for common
goods

• BETTER:

• «Open strategic autonomy»: Autonomy does not mean protectionism



Research is going on…

Towards a new multilateralism UN reform



Thank you very much for your attention!


